Research Scientist/Scholar Open Pool

Title: Research Scientist/Scholar

Employment Type: Administrative Professional

College: Natural Sciences

Department: Physics

Salary: Commensurate with level of qualifications and professional experience

Requirements: The Department of Physics seeks applications from Ph.D. level scientists engineers who are interested in temporary research positions at the Research Scientist/Scholar level. Level I is for individuals generally within three years of receiving their Ph.D and with significant professional accomplishments. Level II is analogous to the Assistant Professor title for regular faculty. It generally includes people with three to seven years of experience beyond the Ph.D. and very significant professional accomplishments. Level III is analogous to the Associate Professor title for regular faculty. It generally includes individuals with more than seven years of experience beyond the Ph.D., and with extremely significant professional accomplishments. The Senior level is analogous to the full Professor title for regular faculty. It generally includes individuals well beyond the Ph.D. that have demonstrated outstanding, sustained, and extraordinary professional accomplishments as well as professional leadership. Ranking and qualifications within these levels are done on a case by case basis with factors that include the publication record, past research funding, professional honors and awards, decisive discoveries, and management experience. Applicable department research areas include, among others, theoretical and experimental condensed matter physics, atomic and molecular optics, and high energy and astrophysics. The department also provides instruction of both undergraduate and graduate students. A detailed description of the department and information on specific faculty research programs are available on the department web page http://www.physics.colostate.edu

This pool is valid through 31 January 2013, at which time all applicants wishing to remain in the pool must reapply.

Application Procedure: Interested individuals should send (1) a current resume, (2) a concise statement of research qualifications, experience, accomplishments, and interests, and (3) the names, addresses, and e-mail addresses for three references, directly to the specific faculty member in the department with the program that is relevant to the persons interest an qualifications.

Colorado State University does not discriminate on the basis of race, age, color, religion, national origin or ancestry, sex, gender, disability, veteran status, genetic information, sexual orientation, or gender identity or expression. Colorado State University is an equal opportunity/equal access/affirmative action employer fully committed to achieving a diverse workforce and complies with all Federal and Colorado State laws, regulations, and executive orders regarding non-discrimination and affirmative action. The Office of Equal Opportunity is located in 101 Student Services.

Colorado State University is committed to providing a safe and productive learning and living community. To achieve that goal, we conduct background investigations for all final candidates being considered for employment. Background checks may include, but are not limited to, criminal history, national sex offender search and motor vehicle history.